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Abstract—Argument selection defects, in which the program-
mer has chosen the wrong argument to a function call is
a widely investigated problem. The compiler can detect such
misuse of arguments based on the argument and parameter
type in case of statically typed programming languages. When
adjacent parameters have the same type, or they can be converted
between one another, the potential error will not be diagnosed.
Related research is usually confined to exact type equivalence,
often ignoring potential implicit or explicit conversions. However,
in current mainstream languages, like C++, built-in conversions
between numerics and user-defined conversions may significantly
increase the number of mistakes to go unnoticed. We investigated
the situation for C and C++ languages where functions are defined
with multiple adjacent parameters that allow arguments to pass
in the wrong order. When implicit conversions are taken into
account, the number of mistake-prone function declarations
significantly increases compared to strict type equivalence. We
analysed the outcome and categorised the offending parame-
ter types. The empirical results should further encourage the
language and library development community to emphasise the
importance of strong typing and the restriction of implicit
conversion.

Index Terms—static analysis, function parameters, argument
selection defect, type safety, strong typing, error-prone constructs,
C++ programming language

I. INTRODUCTION

In statically typed programming languages, each parameter

of a function is given a type, and the compiler is responsible

for ensuring that only expressions of the expected type are

given as argument.1 Unfortunately, the detection mechanisms

in compilers are defeated if multiple parameters are declared

adjacent to each other with the same type. A swap of adjacent

arguments at a call site slips through semantic checks as

the types of the swapped arguments still match the inter-

face specified. Given a function fn(int x, int y), both

fn(1, 2) and fn(2, 1) are valid calls. In addition, due

to implicit conversions that are possible in various mainstream

programming languages, such as C++, fn(1.5, 3) is also

a valid call, even though the function is not directly taking

This work presented in this paper was supported by the European Union,
co-financed by the European Social Fund in project EFOP-3.6.3-VEKOP-16-
2017-00002.

1In line with the literature of the field, we will refer to formal parameters
appearing in functions’ declarations and definitions as parameters, while the
expressions from which actual parameters are calculated will be referred to
as arguments.

floating-point values. Developers often use the identifier name

of the parameter to convey semantic information about the

values expected in place of a parameter. While research has

been done on understanding natural language for multiple

aspects of the software, including identifiers names [1]–[3], the

semantic information conveyed by the identifiers themselves

are not considered by virtually any compilers of mainstream

languages.

Various issues might arise in case the developers inade-

quately pass arguments to functions and do not get a diagnostic

about it from the compiler. Run-time issues might cause

unexpected results and incorrect execution which could lay

hidden unless extensive functional and integration testing is

performed, or worse, a trouble report is raised by users or

customers affected by the issue. Inadequately typed function

parameters hinder the program’s maintainability, as any devel-

opment or understanding effort is set back by questioning why

a particular expression was passed to a particular parameter

even though the types match. These issues are hard to identify

within traditional development pipelines, unless, on top of

testing the program’s behaviour, tools specific to these cases

are employed. Several tools considering the names of argu-

ments and parameters are discussed in Section II. However, by

employing language features, the programming interfaces of

software projects can be made more resilient against argument

selection defects.

We sampled the Internet for results of argument swaps

reported to cause issues. Such a case was an argument swap

issue in the GCC compiler’s implementation to a particular

architecture had two integer arguments of the same type re-

versed in a subtraction [4]. While not C++ code, a mixed string

replace issue was found hidden in LLVM’s build system [5].

Regular expression libraries commonly take the needle and

haystack parameters as just strings, and as such, allow for

such issues to go undetected by the compiler. In addition, in

the Mozilla Firefox browser, a function taking a number and a

boolean was called with the arguments reversed [6]. However,

in this case, the two parameters did not have the same type.

C and C++ allow for implicit conversions between types, the

risks of such argument swaps are not investigated in earlier

literature.

In this paper, we present an automatic static program anal-

ysis rule that diagnoses function definitions that contain mul-
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tiple adjacent parameters which have the same type. Targeting

definitions instead of call sites has the benefit that it warns

the developers for an error-prone interface already during the

function’s development. The main additional contribution is

that we also consider potential implicit conversions from one

parameter’s type to the other – a problem which was not

evaluated in previous literature. The rule can be applied with

minimal effort, as it only uses the source code, and no domain-

specific information is required from the user. Our particular

implementation was developed on top of the LLVM/Clang

Compiler Infrastructure project. Given the reliance on a well-

known compiler, the analysis can be integrated directly into

active development, assuming the project can be compiled with

Clang.

We measured open-source C and C++ projects of various

scale and domain to obtain results on how function interfaces

might be misused. We found that considering implicit conver-
sions between the parameters’ types, the number of potential

mistakes increases markedly. Implicit conversions are a feature

of the language that is generally never warned about by the

compiler, further allowing potential misuses to go unnoticed.

Although our analysis is applicable for investigating existing

projects, the main goal of the rule is to prevent the creation

of possibly error-prone code constructs early on in a project’s

design phase.

This paper is organised as follows. We discuss prior litera-

ture related to the topic of function parameters and argument

selection defects in Section II. We define and detail the main

target of our analysis rule, type-equivalent parameter ranges in

Section III. Implicit conversions as a language feature and their

theoretical effects on the results are presented in Section IV. In

Section V, we discuss our empirical findings on various open-

source projects. Potential solutions to the problem are given

in Section VI. Restrictions of this research are mentioned in

Section VII. Conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The fact that compilers do not give any semantic worth

to human-written identifiers had been identified as an issue

of code comprehension and refactoring efforts. Several works

discuss how poorly chosen identifier names, including formal

function parameters, hinder code comprehension [7]. Multiple

kinds and contexts of identifier names have been studied in [8].

A paper by Caprile and Tonella [9] discusses how function

names are constructed, and that semantic information – lost

to compilers and purely syntactic tools – is encoded in the

name. Their subsequent work in [10] proposes a method for

automatically standardising identifier names. Selecting good

arguments to function calls has been studied by Zhang et

al. [11]. They showed an automated technique, Precise, which

suggests arguments at a call site based on a database of calls

to the same library from other existing code.

The problem of a potential mismatch between formal pa-

rameters and passed arguments slipping through the semantic

checks of the compiler had also been studied before. Pradel

and Gross [12] emphasise the power of type checking systems

with regards to finding anomalies in arguments passed to

function calls. The anomaly manifests as multiple arguments

of compatible types passed out of order. They developed an

automated tool that requires no additional knowledge apart

from the source code of the project itself. It works by

gathering information of all call sites for each function. If

argument names at a particular call site are unlike than all

other call sites, a warning is issued. They have analysed their

approach on a sizeable real-life corpus of Java applications

and found good precision for the detection of anomalies. A

subsequent paper [13] expands upon the previous work by

applying their tool for finding anomalies on more Java and C

programs, showing that the problem is not restricted to just

Java. The authors improved the accuracy of their method.

They also included an additional feature in their tool that

searches insufficiently named parameters. Parameters’ names

are deemed insufficient if most calls to a function agree on a

particular nomenclature, but it differs from the names of the

parameters themselves.

Liu et al. [14] investigated the connection between formal

parameter names and the names of arguments passed, and

concluded in their empirical study that the similarity in most

cases takes the two extremities: either very high (almost or

precisely the same), or very low (dissimilar). Their study

was run on 60 real-world Java programs. They also studied

their approach for two use cases: for suggesting renames of

misnomers inferred from the call sites, and for selecting a

different argument at a call site, with high precision. This work

compares arguments at one call site with the parameters of the

called function, and most parts work across all arguments of

the function with no regards to type. The suggestion of better

matching arguments does consider type conformity.

Extending these works, Rice et al. [15] have integrated an

automated check for argument mismatches to their develop-

ment pipeline at Google Inc. and evaluated their implementa-

tion on substantially sized corpora of Java projects spanning

200 million lines of code, including proprietary and open-

source. They measured the relative power of string distance

functions by hand labelling a test set of ∼ 4000 pairs of

argument–parameter names to fine-tune the distance functions’

thresholds. The paper discusses 84 true positive findings on

real projects, one of which was a severe security vulnerability

that had laid dormant for more than two years. They also found

that the probability of an argument selection anomaly increases

quickly once a method has more than 5 parameters. Similar

approaches using string distance functions were implemented

in [16], [17] to warn about potential swapped arguments for

function calls with the help of compiler tools for C and C++

projects.

Our approach is similar to the works of Pradel, Liu, and Rice

in using accurate semantic information obtained from com-

pilers. However, their works contain an explicit precondition

that arguments and parameters must be named, or calculated

from the surrounding context in some fashion. This is a severe

restriction, as it excludes all function calls where literals are

passed, such as fn(1, 2). Butler et al. [18] described means
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to extract meaningful identifier names from Java source code.

These works fall into the same domain as our paper, but they

all attempt at warning developers for mistakes already made,

whereas our paper suggests taking a defensive design and

leverage the type system.

The most notable case in the C and C++ world where

name-based analysis is insufficient is from the “memset bug
family”. The function’s signature is void* memset(void*
buf, int value, size_t num). It sets num bytes in

the provided buf buffer to the given value. While there

are plenty of issues related to memset, one particular to our

paper is the potential to swap the two numeric arguments, that

is, to call the function as memset(&t, sizeof(T), 0),

which will result in no changes. No argument names appear

in this swapped call, and even if a heuristic “names” the

second argument size, the name of the second parameter

is distinct from “size”. A memset-related bug fix pops up

recurringly, and it is such a problematic interface with a high

chance of misuse that dedicated analysis rules [19], [20] exist

to match memset’s case specifically. While it is unlikely that

a standard library function dating back several decades will

ever be changed, a highlight of type-based analysis is that

it can warn immediately for a potentially offending function,

prompting a potential clarification of the design. Our approach

would warn about this in the code that defines memset.

There are several works in the literature that discuss the

automated, tool-driven synthesis of type constraints. Guo et

al. [21] detail how run-time interaction between variables

can be used to infer similarities in the concept represented

by some variables, and thus unite these variables to have a

common, shared type. Hangal and Lam [22] propose a tool

that automatically corrects errors in Java programs related to

dimensionality – e.g. using an integer variable representing a

square number (such as area) for a scalar (such as length)

parameter. This tool does interprocedural context-sensitive

analysis and infers possible dimensions or units for variables

from their usage points. RefiNym [23] is an automated un-

supervised learning tool that models the flow of values and

expressions from one variable to the other and suggests more

fine-grained types based on the information gathered.

These works may, in the future, serve as further steps to take

for making software more type-safe. Combining our analysis

and previous works discussed, one can obtain a set of “pain

points” on which these inferring tools can target.

Chrono, the C++11 standard library for representing time

and duration, is related to our work in terms of leveraging the

type system to express and enforce dimensions and similar

to [22]. Chrono can be viewed as a solution that aimed to solve

some issues discussed in this paper for a particular domain.

Other solutions that enforce dimensionality through the type

system also exist for physical units [24].

The problem applies to other mainstream programming

languages with varying degree. For example, in Scala the set

of possible implicit conversions is broader than in C++ as Scala

allows implicitly converting the instance before member access

is performed [25], [26]. On the other hand, Rust supports no

notion of implicit conversions [27], [28].

Several well-known guidelines, restrictions, and domain-

specific spin-offs for C or C++ such as MISRA C [29] or the

SEI-CERT secure coding guidelines [30] contain rules that

guard against implicit conversions of numbers in any context,

not specific to function parameters.

III. TYPE-EQUIVALENT PARAMETER RANGES

We extend the scope of the problem discussed in previous

works regarding swapped or badly ordered arguments to

signatures of the called functions. There are a few critical

differences in the language’s workings and the compilation

process when Java (for which most of the related work

has been done) and C++ is compared. One difference is the

existence of separate compilation [31] in C++: the compiler

is restricted to the information contained in the translation
unit – the source file and all headers and modules included –

of the current source file being compiled; unlike Java, which

compiler is allowed to read other source files’ contents. The

names of the parameters do not form part of the symbol table,

and as such, a header file, or for C++20 a module interface unit,

may contain only the types of the parameters. Given a function

signature int fun(int, int); it is evident that any call

to this function contains a possibility for the arguments to

be swapped, as when called with the right type, the compiler

will deem the call correct. While the above signature is correct

from the language’s perspective, such constructs are extremely

rare as developers tend to write the variable names in the

header files to be able to give the extra semantic information

that is conveyable through identifier names [32].

The issue from passing arguments that are type-equivalent

in a potentially harmful order is not in itself a novel finding.

When faced with possibilities of misuse and anti-patterns,

teams, project or a broader community of developers tend

to create rules of thumb or guidelines. One such guideline

for C++ is the C++ Core Guidelines, drafted initially and cu-

rated by the creator of C++, Bjarne Stroustrup. This guideline

contains a rule named “Avoid adjacent unrelated parameters
of the same type” [33]. To our knowledge, there were no

free and open-source automated tools that check for possible

violations of this rule before. The meaning of two param-

eters being related to one another is not discussed in the

guidelines. For example, if the above fun function were

int max(int a, int b); then the parameters would be

related as swapping arguments in a call is still valid. Such a

case should not be warned about, as there is no sensible way

of resolving the “ambiguity” with changing parameter types.

We offer some heuristics to select related arguments which we

discuss in Section V.

A possibility of mixing arguments at the call site might

not be apparent at first glance. Due to language features such

as references, lifetime extension, and type aliases, a deeper

understanding of the context in which the signature appears is

necessary. While developing the static analysis rules for our

tool, we investigated the language rules to match the non-

trivial cases, such as as the one depicted in Listing 1.
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typedef Number int;
int fn(int i, const int& iref, Number i2);

Listing 1. All three parameters of function fn are mixable with each other
at any call site, due to all three parameters binding to an argument of type
int.

Definition 1. Two parameters are mixable if there exists a
type T for which an expression of that type might bind to
both parameters’ types at a call site.

Definition 2. Given all adjacent ranges in which parameters
have mixable types with each other, the type-equivalent pa-
rameter ranges will be the longest such.

There are several language constructs in C and C++ which

require special handling when deciding whether a parameter

of a type can be mixed with another:

A. typedefs and usings

typedefs in C and C++, and the using keyword in

C++ version ≥ 11 denote type aliases. Such alias names

are interchangeable with the type referred by them. These

constructs are often employed by projects to emphasise the

different role of the same type – which is futile, as in this case,

the alias name has the same semantic power of the variable’s

identifier, and is not checked by the compiler – or to hide

platform-specific variations to a central point of a library.

B. const, volatile, restrict qualified types

Type qualifiers can be used to create variables of any type

for which the behaviour of access is changed. Qualifiers do

not extend the possible operations on a type, nor they change

the type’s representation. The C++ Core Guidelines rule in [33]

show an example where a memory copy function should take

the source parameter as const, indicating that the source

buffer should not be written to by this particular function.

However, it is possible to call such a function with two T*s,

as const only changes the behaviour inside the function.

Potential removal of qualifiers at a given call site is diagnosed

by the compiler, as a warning for C and a hard error for C++,

and as such, the bogus ordering will be made apparent to the

developer.

C. References (&, &&)

References in C++ allow creating variable symbols with

different names which all bind to the same instance in memory.

From the user’s point of view, reference variables at a point of

usage behave precisely like normal variables. We considered

the “binding power” of an expression of type T to a reference

parameter to ensure mixability is calculated correctly. A T
and a const T & parameter mix perfectly due to lifetime
extension [31], [34]. This is not true for other kinds of

references, such as non-const lvalue or an rvalue (&&) [35].

A temporary value of an expression, e.g. a function call’s

result, can not be bound to the former. A local variable which

is within its lifespan cannot be bound to the latter. Thus we

consider T & and T && as distinct types which do not mix.

struct BoundHost { BoundHost(int hostID); };
packet transmit(BoundHost host, int amount);

// Suppose two local scalars...
int H = 2130706433, s = 4096;

In C++, both orderings of arguments are valid as written.

transmit(H, s); // → 4096 bytes sent
transmit(s, H); // → 2130 million bytes sent
In Java, the conversion to BoundHost must be explicit.

// � error: "incompatible types:
// int cannot be converted to BoundHost"
transmit(H, s);

transmit(H, new BoundHost(s)); // � error!
transmit(new BoundHost(H), s);

Listing 2. Implicit user-defined conversions for C++, such as a converting
constructor can hide a possibility to select wrong order of arguments.

IV. IMPLICIT CONVERSIONS

Previous works mentioned in Section II mainly focused on

Java. While some of the works implemented type-conformity

checks, compared to Java, in C++ there is the possibility

to create user-defined implicit conversions. The issue with

implicit conversions is depicted in Listing 2: the user may pass

two ints at a call site which gives different values depending

on the order, but the type conversion is not apparent, and no

warning is emitted.

Implicit conversions are considered by the compiler if an

expression of type T1 is to be assigned a variable of type T2,

such as in the case of T2 var = makeT1();. This can be

done if and only if there is exactly one, unambiguous implicit
conversion sequence [31], which in C++17 and C++20 consists

of the following three steps:

• At most one standard conversion sequence
• At most one user-defined conversion – executing either

a suitable converting constructor or a conversion operator

• At most one standard conversion sequence
To allow modelling implicit conversions when checking for

potentially swappable parameters, the definitions in Section III

are extended as follows:

Definition 3. Two parameters of not necessarily the same type
T1 and T2 are mixable through implicit conversions if the
implicit conversion from T1 to T2 or from T2 to T1 is possible.

Implicit mixability is not a symmetric property. As an

expression of type T is always assignable to a variable of type

T , taking T1 = T2 = T gives us Definition 1. Thus, implicit

mixability is a broader set than type-equivalent mixability.

Definition 4. Given all adjacent ranges in which parameters
are mixable through implicit conversions with each other, the
implicitly mixable parameter ranges will be the longest such.

User-defined types in C can not have member methods, and

as such, no constructors or conversions may exist. In case the
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struct FromInt { FromInt(int); };
struct ToInt { operator int(); };
enum En { x, y, z };
void f(int i, const int& ir, double d,

ToInt ti, En e, FromInt fi);

Listing 3. Example where implicit conversions are possible between most of
the parameters for the entire function. For the two structs, only one-way
implicit conversion is possible.

analysis is done for C source files, implicit conversions will

refer to the possibility of converting any numeric value to

another. We ignore the potential numeric conversion between

pointers of any T * to an unrelated U *. This case is

diagnosed by a compiler as a warning in C and had been

made an illegal operation in C++. An example of Definition 4

is depicted in Listing 3.

A. Standard conversions

Standard implicit conversions may have up to 4 steps,

in order: lvalue transformation, numeric conversion, function
pointer conversion and qualification adjustment. At most one

of each step might be present in a standard conversion
sequence. Lvalue transformation (e.g. array-to-pointer conver-

sions) and function pointer conversion (assigning a function

pointer denoted as “may throw” to a noexcept, not throwing

function) steps are not relevant for our paper – in case these

steps were needed to take place at a parameter passing, they

will take place also if the order at a call site is swapped. Quali-
fication adjustments are handled as discussed in Section III-B.

Numeric transformations are further broken down to two

categories, promotions and conversions. The distinction be-

tween the two is that promotions preserve value, while con-

versions may truncate the value of the expression at hand.

Other aspects of this distinction – such as how overload

resolution prefers to select the function to which the argument

maps with a promotion – are not relevant for our study.

Numeric transformations refer to the rules that any integer or

floating-point number may be converted to any other integer or

floating-point number, at any point deemed necessary, giving a

two-way passage between any “number”. For C++ enums, the

enumeration constant is always convertible to an integral or

floating-point number. This is not true for scoped enumerations
(enum struct or enum class), which are not implicitly

convertible in any direction. For C enums, the conversion

from a number to the enumeration constant is also possible.

Upcasting a derived type’s pointer to the base class is also

defined as a numeric conversion.

B. User-defined conversions

User-defined conversions take the form of converting con-
structors (depicted in Listing 2) and conversion operators
(depicted in Listing 4). At most one of such method can be

executed as part of an implicit conversion attempt. By applying

the explicit keyword on a conversion method, the library

developer can specify that the method must not be part of an

struct Complex {
Complex(float Re, float Im);

};
struct Int {
int value;
Int(Complex c) { value = c.Re; }
operator Complex() const {
return Complex(value, 0);

}
};

Listing 4. Conversion operators allow for a type to define how it converts to
another type. It should be noted that passing the two arguments to Complex’s
constructor in itself contains an implicit conversion from int to float.

implicit conversion sequence. This applies to all cases where

the now-disabled conversion method would fit.

V. EVALUATION

We created a practical implementation [36] for the analysis

built on top of the open-source LLVM/Clang compiler infras-

tructure [37], which allowed us to find and report occurrences

of the problem automatically. The implementation works by

checking function definitions in the project and calculating

whether two parameters could be mixed at a call site based

on their type. These diagnostics reports are written in a user-

friendly way, and thus, the checker can be easily integrated

into continuous integration (CI) systems. The analysis rule is in

the process of being reviewed and accepted into the upstream

Clang code at the time of writing this paper. A sample of

open-source projects was analysed from medium to large scale,

encompassing various domains from system tools to machine-

learning image processing libraries. The system requirements

of the analysis is consistent with other compiler-based tools,

taking 10 to 60 seconds for each project – excluding LLVM

itself, which took 33 minutes – on a 24-core system.2

A. How many functions are affected?

A detailed breakdown of the number of functions that have

mixable adjacent parameters based on the parameter types

is shown in TABLE I. We compared different configurations

corresponding to different levels of relaxation in the rules.

Users of the analysis can toggle between these relaxations to

fine-tune the strictness.

We only considered and evaluated findings from functions

which are defined in files of the project analysed – functions

from headers included as “system headers”, usually those from

third-party libraries, are ignored. Similarly, we ignored all

findings that are of functions taking pairs of iterators, which is

a common cause of two adjacent parameters being swappable

with each other.3 Typed variadic functions are treated with

their variadic parameter counted as a single parameter.

2Most of the time spent is for the compiler’s semantic analysis, which is
irrespective of our specific rule, which needs parsed representation first.

3At the time of writing, a proposal labelled Ranges is on track for inclusion
into the next release of C++, currently set to be C++23, which will allow
replacing pairs of same-type iterators with a single parameter.
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TABLE I
DETAILED BREAKDOWN FOR THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS MATCHED, ACROSS VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS.

Lang. Project Functions
considered

N (Normal) CV (Section III-B) Imp (Section IV) CV ∪ Imp

T
(total)

R
(without
related)

T +
vs. N R T +

vs. N R T +
vs. CV

+
vs. Imp R

C

curl [38] 875 134 73 153 19 84 210 76 138 229 76 19 149
git [39] 5 721 1 428 626 1 477 49 654 1 610 182 771 1 660 183 50 798
netdata [40] 780 236 110 119 18 119 304 68 173 320 66 16 181
PHP [41] 6 310 1 272 644 1 306 34 659 1 515 243 831 1 548 242 33 846
Postgres [42] 9 506 2 705 1 314 2 817 112 1 365 3 721 1 016 2 116 3 837 1 020 116 2 167
Redis [43] 2 834 589 242 628 39 257 700 111 332 744 116 44 351
TMux [44] 1 043 250 108 261 11 113 300 50 158 308 47 8 163

C++

Bitcoin [45] 1 969 422 146 440 18 156 723 301 313 745 305 22 326
guetzli [46] 165 81 35 84 3 37 83 2 39 91 7 8 46
LLVM/Clang [37] 36 804 7 635 2 638 7 714 79 2 677 9 376 1 734 3 754 9 592 1 869 214 3 865
OpenCV [47] 11 760 5 162 2 175 5 456 294 2 300 6 064 895 2 903 6 352 889 288 3 032
ProtoBuf [48] 2 038 339 128 343 4 129 424 85 198 433 90 9 204
Tesseract [49] 1 841 754 331 758 4 332 850 96 428 857 99 7 431
Xerces [50] 1 655 492 196 508 16 200 555 69 241 671 163 116 299

• In Normal mode, only exact type-equal ranges are

matched, with typedefs and references (Sections III-A

and III-C) always diagnosed.

• CV mode allows mixing types that only differ in their

qualifiers (Section III-B), e.g. int, const int
• Imp mode enables calculating and considering implicit

conversions (Section IV), e.g. double, int
• In CV ∪ Imp mode, both relaxations are enabled, e.g.

the following are mixable: double, const int

Unfortunately, there are functions which cannot be reason-

ably changed to guard against swaps. In accordance with the

C++ Core Guidelines rule [33] we implemented some heuristics

to filter out functions where only related parameters are

mixable. These are our heuristics – the Guideline at the time

of writing this paper does not detail what predicates should

be used. We defined the following criteria for relatedness:

• Parameters which appear in the same expression – such as

an assignment, a comparison, a function call – together,

such as f(a, b), which takes care of the most common

case of direct relatedness, such as the max function.

• Parameters which are passed to another function’s same

parameter, but on different code paths, such as f(a) and

f(b), which filters out forwarding or dispatching.

• Parameters which are returned inside the function on

different code paths. This also helps filter out dispatchers,

and selector functions which return one or the other of

their parameters based on program state.

Users may toggle relatedness-checking for their project as

they see fit. When two, otherwise mixable, parameters are

deemed to be related, the equivalency set (see Definition 2)

is split. The R columns in TABLE I indicate the number of

functions that are still mixable, despite related parameters. On

average, a 40% reduction of report count was achieved, which

is beneficial in an industrial setting where analyses necessarily

let false negatives slip through for the benefit of culling false

positives [51]–[53] and allowing developers to spend their time

better.
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Fig. 1. Count of findings by length of mixable adjacent parameter range,
averaged across the analysed projects. Filled columns depict normal mode,
striped columns depict CV and implicit modelling turned on. The above
picture is for C; the below is for C++ projects.
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF REPORTED RANGES HAVING A PARTICULAR LENGTH FOR C AND C++ PROJECTS. THE max. COLUMN INDICATES THE LONGEST FINDING, IF

≥ 6. N - NORMAL MODE, CI - CV AND implicit conversions CONSIDERED (SEE SECTIONS III-B, IV)

Project 2 3 4 5 ≥ 6 (max.)
N CI N CI N CI N CI N CI N CI

curl [38] 125 212 12 19 5 8 1 2
git [39] 1 337 1 521 145 214 50 65 2 6 3 6 6 7
netdata [40] 206 264 37 56 10 16 5 9 9 15 12 12
PHP [41] 1 085 1 263 221 294 33 56 4 12 6 8
Postgres [42] 2 510 3 112 371 714 108 269 26 93 31 88 9 20
Redis [43] 535 626 75 103 14 32 5 21 1 5 6 7
TMux [44] 204 246 42 50 19 27 7 6 5 7 7 7

Bitcoin [45] 345 623 82 107 14 39 3 8 1 5 6 7
guetzli [46] 75 71 17 18 8 9 1 4 2 7
LLVM/Clang [37] 7 191 8 571 764 1 258 194 375 58 127 29 77 13 13
OpenCV [47] 4 461 4 789 1 056 1 604 513 687 118 226 157 371 20 21
ProtoBuf [48] 315 369 23 54 5 15 1 3 7 7 10 11
Tesseract [49] 652 678 123 156 58 85 10 26 22 36 11 11
Xerces [50] 433 604 52 62 31 44 4 1 6

B. How long are the mixable ranges?

Reports of ranges of length 2 are the most prevalent across

all projects and configurations, making up more than half of

the total findings. These results are consistent with findings

in related works (see Section II) [13], [15], [17] employing

name-based analysis to find ordering issues, where single

adjacent arguments’ swaps were the majority of noteworthy

findings. Exact counts of findings for each project for normal

– most restrictive – and CV & Implicit – least restrictive –

configurations are shown in TABLE II. The average number

of findings of a particular length is depicted in Fig. 1. We

plotted the values of C and C++ separately due to the broader

set of what is considered implicit conversions in C++. While

it is natural from the rules of the languages that relaxing the

“equal type” predicate and searching for longest subranges

result in longer ranges being matched or adjacent ranges being

joined together, the order of increment between most and least

restrictive configurations shows a powerful creep towards more

lengthy function signatures.

C. How different types contribute to the issue?

Another interesting result of our measurements is the

distribution of types that are involved in the findings. We

have investigated the parameter ranges reported and hand-

categorised the types into the following categories:

1) Fundamental numeric types are all fundamental, built-in,

“keyword” numeric types, including integers, floating-

point numbers and enumerations.

2) Custom numeric refers to other types of a single numeric

nature, such as custom precision integers (e.g. int512).

3) C arrays refer to C-style array expressions, such as

int T[].

4) Buffers refer to all types of type-erased (void*) or tem-

plate (arrayRef<T>) wrappers over buffers, including

files, and sockets, and arrays of std::byte.

C,N C,CI C++,N C++,CI
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Fundamental numeric Custom numeric C array

Buffers String Framework

Project-specific

Fig. 2. Relative cardinality of type categories. Pointers/references of T
counted as T. Uncategorised refers to user types that are specific to the project.
(N - normal mode, CI - CV and implicit conversions considered)

5) Strings refer to all parameters that take char*,

std::string or types related to string operations (like

std::string_view, etc.). We admit here that it is not

trivial to distinguish directly from the signature whether

a char* is used for a string or for a buffer of byte-sized

elements.

6) Framework types are all standard (C standard or C++ STL)

types that do not fit into the previous categories, and

every type that comes from a well-known framework
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the project depends on – such in Bitcoin’s [45] case,

Qt.
7) The last category labelled Project-specific, is the “catch-

all” bucket where every other type – mostly user types

– are put.

Pointers or references of a type in category S are calculated

as category S. It should be noted that a non-pointer and a

pointer is never reported as mixable for clarity of results, even

for C where numbers and pointers are mixable with each other,

as compiler warnings cover this case. The relative number of

types involved in the findings for a particular configuration is

depicted in Fig. 2.

Fundamental numeric and uncategorised categories being

the two largest across the evaluation follows natural expecta-

tions. The authors were surprised that the size of the former

increases markedly for C and considerably for C++ when

implicit conversions are reported, showing that there is a

corpus of functions similar in nature to f(int a, double
b).

Our findings confirm that the level of detail in projects’

types seem insufficient to prevent misuse through poorly cho-

sen arguments. This marks the need for tools to help prevent

the mistakes happening by considering implicit conversions in

addition to type equivalence. One such tool could be name-

based analysis (see related works in Section II). However, there

are cases where name-based analysis might be inapplicable.

D. Details on noteworthy findings

A typical cause of lengthy findings is numerous bool
parameters, such in the case of LLVM/Clang’s [37] function

AnalysisDeclContextManager taking 12 toggles. Sev-

eral other functions like WriteSecHdrEntry, resolve-

Relocation take ∼ 10 numeric parameters with no restric-

tion or semantic information to be inferred from the type.

OpenCV [47] uses the types InputArray and

OutputArray as wrappers to indicate whether their

functions take input or output parameters. These types can

be constructed, according to the documentation, deliberately

from seemingly all major data structures used in the project in

an implicit fashion and should “never be used directly”.4Due

to the subtype relation OutputArray <: InputArray
holding between the classes and the copy constructor not

being explicitly deleted, there is an implicit conversion

possible from Output to Input. There are several

functions with large sets of mixable arguments resulting from

this “type erasure”: cv::rectify3Collinear takes 8
InputArrays, then a numeric type, then 4 InputArrays

and 7 OutputArrays. All matched “type-erased” arguments

have names akin to generic arguments, such as Rmat12,

Qmat. The relatedness heuristics in Section V-A break these

long ranges up to adjacent ranges of 4 or less parameters.

In PostgreSQL [42], the longest result is a function named

TypeCreate that has 20 numeric parameters adjacently.

4Quote from the documentation of cv::_InputArray in [47]: “The class
is designed solely for passing parameters. That is, normally you should not
declare class members, local and global variables of this type.”

Other functions – such as rrdset_create_custom –

do not distinguish between the various string-like arguments

received, accepting any const char*s. There are similar

matches in Tesseract OCR [49] of functions with ≥ 9 adjacent

numeric arguments. Relatedness heuristics did not filter these

extremely long cases.

VI. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

In the following, we will overview a few solutions that

could prove useful to disallow badly ordering similarly typed

arguments. Some of the solutions are useful in industrial-

scale projects if the developers consistently implement it,

while some are theoretical for the general situation, with

implementations existing for specific use cases.

A. Declaring forbidden overloads

The issue of implicit conversions can be side-stepped in

C++ by explicitly creating overloads that are marked with

the = delete; specifier. For example, given functions

void f(int) = delete; and void f(long) {},

calling f(42); will resolve to the deleted overload as op-

posed to performing an implicit conversion, and a compile

error will be emitted.

While theoretically such a system would disable the issue

with implicit conversion, generating all possible overloads for

all possibly affected functions is a daunting task. In addition,

it would result in code bloat by having O(n2)−1 disallowing

declarations for each pair of overloads present.

B. Explicit type aliases

One possible solution to badly ordered arguments is to make

the adjacent types incompatible with each other. An example

of wrapping two ints can be seen in Listing 5. This technique

is commonly called an explicit type alias or a semantic typedef
and works by creating a wrapper type over the wrapped type

and providing wrap and unwrap methods. There is no run-

time performance drawback of the technique, as all major

compilers optimise the relevant calls away. Once the types

of parameters are succinctly distinct, any mixed arguments

will be immediately reported by the compiler as an error. This

makes the conversion explicit in the code, similar to what is

required in Java (see Listing 2). Given the additional function

calls being optimised out and due to value semantics, the size

and behaviour of the semantic typedef instance are the same as

the single variable contained within, with no additional steps to

take at destruction. This is not the case for Java, where the heap

allocation is done, and the boxing types cause a performance

hit [54].

Semantic typedefs offer an easy and straightforward solution

but cause an explosion in the number of types visible in scope,

which may hurt compilation time and lessen development

productivity [55]. Built-in support for such language elements

is part of neither C nor C++. Other languages, such as Haskell

support a similar notion via the newtype directive. There

had been proposals [56], [57] to include opaque typedefs
for C++ but these have not make it into the language yet.
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void drawBad(int width, int height);

struct Width {
int value;

// For C++:
explicit Width(int v) : value(v) {}
explicit operator int() const {

return value;
}
int operator()() const {
return value;

}
};
struct Height { /* Analogous. . . */ };

void draw(Width w, Height h) {
int wi1, he1 = w.value, h.value;

// Obtaining values in C++:
int wi2, he2 = w(), h();
int wi3 = (int)w, he3 = (int)h;

}

// � error: no implicit conversion
// from 'int' to 'Width'
draw(1, 2, RED);
// � compile error, type mismatch
draw(Height{2}, Width{1}, RED);
draw(Width{1}, Height{2}, RED); // � Works!

Listing 5. Transformation from the same type to a semantic typedef or
wrapping type disables mixing, potential implicit conversion and misuse at a
call site.

Similarly, Baráth and Porkoláb [58] discusses a wrapper class

over numeric conversions. The LLVM project, in which several

functions take multiple boolean parameters adjacent to each

other (see Section V-D) have been using comments to indicate

which parameter is assigned a literal value, and community

members have suggested implementing wrappers around such

instances [59].

Function signatures might commonly repeat identifier-

like phrases, such as f(ShouldFlip flip,
ShouldStretch stretch). What is more, looking

at the function declaration might not offer enough clarity –

except for a potential heuristic that lets developers assume

bool parameters from a ShouldXXX – for more complex

cases, resulting in excess navigation to the wrapper type’s

definition.

C. Strong typing

A particular issue with wrapping types is that their usage

solves only the problem of adjacent argument mix-ups. Apart

from argument-forwarding functions, the developers would al-

ways wrap and then unwrap the value, and within the business

logic of the program, the wrapped type would be used. Strong

#include <chrono>
using namespace std::chrono;
using namespace std::literals;

// Bad: prone to bad order of arguments.
bool submit_at_1(
int year, int month, int day,
int hour, int minute, int second);

// Bad: "Seconds" is not descriptive.
bool submit_at_2(double seconds);

bool submit_at_good(
time_point<system_clock, seconds> T) {

auto DLDay = 2020y / Aug / 14;
auto DLSecond = 24h - 1s; // = 86 399 sec
auto AOEDeadline = zoned_time(
"Etc/GMT+12", DLDay + DLSecond);

return T ≤ AOEDeadline.get_sys_time();
}

int main() {
// Order of arguments mixed up.
submit_at_1(11,59,59,2020,8,14);
// Semantically incorrect, yet compiles.
submit_at_2(get_milliseconds());

// � compile error: no conversion.
submit_at_good(2020);

submit_at_good(system_clock::now());
}

Listing 6. Comparing traditional, not safe versions with using stronger types
and type-safe “strong” literals for representing time and deadlines with the
chrono library. Program execution shows as exit status whether the deadline
has not been hit yet. (‘+’ sign in timezone name is inverted according to ISO
standards, “Etc/GMT+12” indicates UTC-12.)

typing [60], in which the expressive capabilities of the type

system and types used in the program is increased, has been

investigated for their effect on language design [61] and as

method to increase type coherence for persistent systems [62]

and to prevent security vulnerabilities in web applications [63].

A more actionable solution to the issue is to increase

the type safety of the project by introducing user types

and relying on the compiler to find type non-conformance

violations. It is very likely that there are hidden invari-

ants [55], [64], [65] behind most of the int or char* pa-

rameters, that are checked somewhere during execution. Such

cases could be transformed into types that ensure invariants.

One such invariant could be that a numeric value must be

within a specific range, narrower than the fundamental type

would allow. Expressing this is possible in Ada with the

Range Lower..Upper of Integer syntax [66]. An-

other case could be if there exist specific patterns a string-like

parameter must adhere to, e.g. it is a time code or a name.
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Using stronger – from the compiler’s perspective user-defined

– types will immediately make adjacent parameters of different

invariants non-mixable.

While strong typing is a powerful solution in theory, user

and library developer-friendly generic language elements are

not widely researched. We plan to investigate the solutions in

detail as part of future work.

D. Strong literals, strong dimensions

While a generic, “one size fits all” strong typing solution

is not yet created in practice, some libraries offer elaborate

solutions with regards to units and dimensions. The most

notable example is Chrono [67], which was introduced in

C++11. Chrono applies strong types and safe conversions with

regards to date and time operation by employing C++ template

metaprogramming. In C, and pre-C++11, the only way to

represent time was to use the time_t type, which precision

and exact definition was left to the implementation to specify.5

Chrono introduced the representation of various clocks and a

versatile way of dealing with time precision. Most importantly,

instead of a single – potentially floating-point – argument

representing “the” time, the concepts of hour, minute, etc. was

added. User-defined literals6 allow expressing these concepts

in an easily readable way, such as 2020y. Listing 6 shows

an example of a “deadline checking” program. The deadline

itself is immediately readable due to the use of user-defined
literals. Employing various other features of C++, the expressive

capabilities of the code is further increased. Building upon the

foundations and success of Chrono, various other libraries,

such as one for physics dimension calculations [24] exist.

VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Due to restrictions in the Clang static analysis framework,

language constructs related to templates were not wholly

modelled in our study. We opted to emit the warnings at

the point of definition, as the location where any “fix” might

be applied is the definition’s source file. This presented a

challenge for templates as they are defined with generic code

often in header files, while concrete instantiations are done

by the compiler [68]. We diagnose only primary templates
and explicit template specialisations and provide no warning

for cases similar in nature to template<T, U> f(T, U)
instantiated by a call f(1, 2);. For this instantiation, T and

U are both int, but for the primary template, T and U are

distinct placeholder types.

Another case not modelled accurately and thus ignored

from the analysis is when the adjacent parameters’ types’

equivalence of convertibility may only be proved through

dependent names. The function depicted in Listing 7 contains

5It was not a requirement pre-C11 for this type to be a floating-point
number. While most implementations settled for representing time since the
UNIX epoch – either in seconds or milliseconds integer, or seconds floating-
point –, this was not mandatory either.

6In this context, user-defined refers to the literal not being defined by the
core language itself (such as 0.5f), but rather loaded from the code being
compiled – even if the code for such literals come from the Standard Template
Libarary.

template <typename T> struct vector {
typedef T value_type;
typedef const T & const_reference;

};
template <typename T>
void g(typename vector<T>::const_reference,
const typename vector<T>::value_type &);

Listing 7. A case of type-equivalent adjacent parameters through dependent
types for function g not modelled by the analysis. In many cases, the two
parameters have the same type (const T &). However, this depends on how
vector<T> is defined, there could be explicit specialisations.

the possibility of mixing up the two parameters, but this is not

diagnosed.

These issues are only causing false negatives, and do not

pose a threat to the already found functions discussed in

Section V. We plan to work with the open-source community

to refactor the framework in a way that diagnosing these cases

will be possible and accurate in the future.

Furthermore, changes in the library version in the package

manager and the development environment might change

which functions are compiled in a project, and thus which

functions are analysed.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Similarly typed parameters of functions allow for potential

misuse at call sites. These cases might go unnoticed as the

match of the types of arguments to their parameters is the

only requirement written in language specifications. Unless

extensive testing or analysis tools are employed, a real is-

sue affecting the program’s behaviour remains hidden. The

proliferation of coarse-grained types requires the usage of

descriptive identifier names, which may only be understood

by humans and experimental tools, not the mainstream devel-

opment pipeline elements.

In this paper, we presented an analysis method that detects

type-equivalent and type-similar adjacent parameter ranges.

We showed that the usage of various language features, most

importantly implicit conversions, increases the potential of

misuse markedly. The rule can immediately warn when a

function definition is found to be a carrier for potential misuse.

The analysis rule is developed on top of the LLVM/Clang

Compiler Infrastructure project’s static analysis framework,

and as such, could easily be integrated into a development

pipeline. Various integrated developer environments (IDEs),

such as Eclipse [69] or CLion [70] already integrate, or

through the Language Server Protocol [71] allow integrating

analysis tools into the same views where code is written.

While our discussion focused primarily on C and C++

programming languages, the idea can be applied to other

languages where implicit conversions might be prevalent,

such as in Scala. We hope that the empirical results further

encourage the language and library development community

to emphasise the importance of finer-grained, stronger types,

and the restriction of implicit conversions.
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